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2022 Kansas Legislative
Session Updates
Analysis: How the Kansas Legislature
avoids public scrutiny by hiding in
darkness

Kelly goes shopping for sweet food
sales tax repeal, settles for gradual
reduction

"Following are examples of the
Legislature’s lack of transparency this
session, and recommendations from the
Kansas Coalition for Open Government to
change the way the Legislature operates."

"Under House Bill 2106, the state would
lower the state’s sales tax on groceries
to 4% on Jan. 1, 2023. It would slide to
2% by Jan. 1, 2024. The tax would be
eliminated Jan. 1, 2025. "

(KS Reflector, 5/8/2022)

(KS Reflector, 5/11/2022)
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Care of Creation
Climate crisis: what lessons can we
learn from the last great cooling-off
period?

The Work-From-Home climate challenge
(NPR, 5/10/2022)

(The Guardian, 5/9/2022)

"Paresh said that the companies that did
count emissions all found, to a varying
degree, that they produced less carbon
during the pandemic than before it, as
workers commuted less and office space
was idled. But they also found that home
setups popularized by the pandemic eroded
some of the climate benefits of abandoned
commutes."

"It’s also a long-standing mystery. Why
did the climate cool and why did it stay
that way for centuries? Thanks to
decades of studies, we are finally
closing in on an explanation. The
emerging story involves volcanoes, the
oceans, possibly the sun and possibly
also genocide."

Catholic campaign encounters senators to save half-trillion-dollar climate legislation
(EarthBeat, 5/10/2022)

"With prospects for substantial climate change legislation fading as midterm elections draw closer, a major
Catholic campaign is bringing constituents straight to their senators, including moderate Republicans, in a bid
to find the votes, even a single one, needed to pass the $555 billion in energy incentives and emissions-slashing
policies included in the now-idle Build Back Better Act."
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Events
May 19, 3:00 pm (CST)- Webinar:
Racism and the Filipino
Immigrant Experience
May 20, 7:00 am-2:00 pm (CST)Bon Secours St. Francis Health
System Proudly Presents No
Human Life Should Be For Sale:
A Seminar on Human Trafficking
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Human Trafficking
Human trafficking likely to increase as Ukraine war drags, groups warn
(The Washington Post, 5/10/2022)

"Aid groups say it is too soon to quantify the scale of the threat, but that early
action by civil society and governments to protect refugees at border crossings
probably helped stave off initial nightmare forecasts."
Faith-based organization trains people to help end human trafficking
(Northern Public Radio, 5/11/2022)

May 22-29 - Laudato Si' Week
June 11, 5:30 pm (CST)- The
Sisters of St. Joseph and
Duquesne University invite you
for an evening with the author
of: Subversive Habits: Black
Catholic Nuns in the Long
African American Freedom
Struggle

"Although Fritzgerald focuses more on the preventative aspect, she said there’s
another facet to the problem. She said her eyes were opened to it when she
started a counselling program at a community health clinic. She found herself
face to face with individuals who didn’t even realize they were being trafficked."
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New research finds that
preference for remaining is key
to successful immigration
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Immigration reform cannot be delayed, pope says in message
(Catholic News Service, 5/12/2022)

(Phys.org, 5/11/2022)

"While previous research
focused only on productivity
differences between immigrants
to explain their career profiles,
the authors argue that location
preferences could be crucial in
determining how much
immigrants invest in acquiring
skills that consequently impact
their career profiles."

"While welcoming migrants and refugees presents challenges in many countries, the
pope wrote, doing so also can revitalize a nation and the local church and expand
people’s knowledge of the world and its many cultures and religious traditions.
And, for Christians, he said, providing a dignified welcome and integrating
newcomers into the community is part of their call to cooperate with God in building
his kingdom."
Video spreads false claims about immigrants
(Associated Press, 5/12/2022)

"In the clip, Charlie Kirk, the founder of the conservative group Turning Point USA,
and Candace Owens, a conservative commentator, are speaking to a live audience
about immigration and calling for a border wall. But experts say many of the claims
they make to support their argument are false or misleading."
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Seeking Racial Justice
The Kaw people are choosing a site for a
sacred boulder returned to the tribe

US boarding school investigative report
released

(NPR, 5/10/2022)

(Indian Country Today, 5/11/2022)

"And after almost a century, the Kaw tribe is
reclaiming the rock that, for generation after
generation, its people held as a sacred altar.
That 20-plus ton quartzite boulder is now
bound for tribal land with the hope that it
can strengthen the frayed bond between the
Kaw, or Kanza, people and the state that
took their land and their sacred stone — even
their name."

"The first volume of the report highlights
some of the harsh conditions children
endured at the schools. Children’s
Indigenous names were changed to English
names; children’s hair were cut; the use of
their Native languages, religions and cultural
practices were discouraged or prevented;
and the children were organized into units to
perform military drills."

New book tells the 'beautiful' but 'painful' history of Black Catholic nuns
(Global Sisters Report, 5/12/2022)

"The extensively researched book, which includes more than 100 pages of citations, tells
the history of Black sisters in the United States, from the "few girls of color desiring
religious life" and their 1819 attempt to join the Religious of the Sacred Heart of Jesus to
2018, when the National Black Sisters' Conference honored Patricia Grey, formerly Mercy
Sister M. Martin de Porres, as its foundress at its 50th anniversary."
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Advocacy &
Action
The Catholic Labor Network:
Tell Your Senator to Step Up for Pregnant
Workers
"As Catholics we believe in the dignity of work,
but we also believe that life and family need to
be protected from excessive demands in the
workplace. That’s why I am asking you to write
your Senators today in support of the Pregnant
Workers’ Fairness Act (PWFA). The Act is
simple, and modeled on the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA). It directs employers of
pregnant women to make reasonable
accommodations for these workers on the job
– things like light duty for women in the late
stages of pregnancy when available."

Church World Service:
Urgent Action: Urge Congress to Reject
Anti-Asylum Policies and Invest in
Humane Welcome
"Title 42 has proven to be a discriminatory
policy, particularly targeting Haitians and
other Black migrants seeking safety.
Moreover, public health experts, including
senior CDC experts, have consistently
concluded that the policy lacks any public
health rationale and have noted that the
U.S. has the tools it needs to safely
process asylum seekers."
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